Abstract-The illumination interpretation approach claims that lightness illusions can be explained as misapplications of lightness constancy mechanisms, processes which usually enable veridical extraction of surface reflectance from luminance distributions by discounting illumination. In particular, luminance gradients are thought to provide cues about the interactions of light and surfaces. Several examples of strong lightness illusions are discussed for which explanations based on illumination interpretation can be proposed. In criticisms of this approach, a variety of demonstrations of similarly structured control displays are presented, which involve equivalent lightness effects that cannot readily be accounted for by illumination interpretation mechanisms. Furthermore, a number of known and novel displays are presented that demonstrate effects of gradients on the qualitative appearance of uniform regions. Finally, some simple simulations of neural effects of luminance distributions are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
It has been known since the times of Aristotle, Alhazen, and Leonardo (see Wade, 1998) , that the visual appearance of a surface patch does not depend solely on the material composition of the patch itself and the light it reflects towards the observer, but also on the properties of its surround. For example, early in the 19th century, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe noted that 'a gray image on black ground appears much lighter than the same image on white ground. When the two cases are placed next to each other, one can hardly persuade oneself that both images were painted from the same pot' (see Trunz, 1981, p. 337 ). This particular effect was later named 'simultaneous contrast', and is depicted in many perception textbooks. A large variety of other context-induced achromatic color illusions were described and studied subsequently.
There are several types of theoretical accounts of illusory contextual effects in perception. A popular approach is to regard them as results of inappropriate applications of visual mechanisms generally subserving veridical perception. Such mechanisms are needed to recover distal attributes of objects, because the corresponding proximal attributes are affected by various extraneous factors. For example, the projected, proximal size of an object depends not only on its distal size but also on its distance from the observer; proximal shape depends not only on distal shape but also on orientation; proximal motion on the retina depends not only on distal motion of the observed object but also on the motion of the eyeball; etc. In particular, the luminance of a surface patch, that is, the amount of visually effective light it projects onto the retina (which may be labeled as its 'proximal achromatic color'; see Todorović, 2002), depends not only on its reflectance (the percentage of light it reflects, or its 'distal achromatic color'), but also on its illumination (the extraneous factor involving the amount of light currently incident on the patch). However, in spite of such effects of extraneous factors on proximal attributes, usually perceptual constancies obtain, that is, distal properties are generally perceived more or less veridically. This suggests the existence of special visual mechanisms that compensate for the effects of extraneous factors. In color perception, these are the mechanisms that are supposed to recover constant surface reflectances from the incoming luminance distributions by discounting the effects of illumination.
One example of a theoretical account in which constancy mechanisms are hypothesized to generate non-veridical percepts involves size illusions. In this account it is assumed that depth cues in pictorial displays may trigger processes in the visual system that in everyday perception are activated by real 3D depth, so that the same mechanisms that standardly generate veridical percepts may, in this case through misapplication, cause visual illusions (see Gillam, 1998) . For example, in the well-known Ponzo illusion, two target lines of equal size, flanked by two converging slanted lines, are perceived as of different length. The explanation is that perspective depth cues induced by the slanted lines indicate that the target lines are located at different distances, causing the further appearing target to look longer, as indeed it would be, had it been actually located further from the observer (see Palmer, 1999) . In this way, constancies and illusions are elegantly and parsimoniously accounted for within the same theoretical framework. In the following I will first sketch such an account of achromatic color illusions, and will then proceed to criticize it.
In color perception this type of approach essentially goes back to Helmholtz. Although his original idea was formulated mainly with chromatic colors in mind, it can be readily applied in the achromatic domain as well. The achromatic color illusions under discussion here involve flat images exhibiting various reflectance distributions, observed under uniform illumination. However, they may be interpreted by the perceiver as depicting non-uniformly illuminated scenes. The basic assumption of this approach is that cues of illumination may trigger reflectance recovery mechanisms appropriate for corresponding real-world scenes, and in this way generate
